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These are 15 brand new short stories that have never been released before and only available in

the Anthology! Plus, starting on Tuesday, August 22 Marked by Fate: Origins will be *FREE* for

three days only. You save $3.99!Beginnings. Secrets. Deleted Scenes.Transport yourself to other

worlds with 15 Marked by Fate teen warriorsâ€¦â€¦encounter shadows, queens, witches, and wizards

who battle against immortals, angels, vampires, demons, genetically engineered soldiers, robots

and gods. Let yourself be swept away by adventures in magical fantasy worlds, mind-blowing

dystopian lands, space stations, galaxies, and alternate timelines.The short stories and deleted

scenes in Marked by Fate: Origins are exclusive to this collection and they go away--some of them

forever--when the Marked by Fate full box set releases in October 2017.Gain a glimpse of where the

action begins, including a deeper look into some of your favorite characters! Get the Marked by

Fate: Origins collection today to join these teen warriors in their adventures.
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I enjoyed this boxset. It contained great introductions to a lot stories that seem pretty interesting. I

will definitely be checking out some of the other books in these series.I really love Erin Hayes

Cotton Candy Quintet series. I Want to be a Pirate was Erin's contribution to this boxset. It was a

short, but sweet story. It is a story about how Neptune one of the characters in the series became

the owner of Neptune's World.I also enjoyed Ninjas and Nephilims by Kristin D. Van Resseghem.

It's was a good introduction to Kristin's Enlighten series. It made me want to go and re-read the

series.

This is a boxed set of 15 storiesÃ¢Â€Â”supernatural, fantasy, witches, wizards, and more. With this

many stories, I think itÃ¢Â€Â™s natural that I enjoyed some more than others, but overall, I liked

them all. Only one story lacked any excitement, but the others held my interest. In fact, there were

several stories that left me hangingÃ¢Â€Â”really wanting to know what happens next. I understand

that many of these stories will continue in the Ã¢Â€ÂœMarked By FateÃ¢Â€Â• boxed set coming out

soon. I look forward to reading those stories, especially the ones that continue the stories I liked the

most here.

Picked up this book for Kelly St Clare's prequel to The Tainted Accords because I will never be able

to get enough Olina and my only disappointment was I wanted to keep reading more! I definitely will

be reading TTA again next!! I had never read any of the other authors in these origin stories and

was also pleasantly surprised by how many new series and authors I will have to start reading! This

is a great introduction to all these authors and their very different writing styles. I just wish each

author had written more!

I was really only familiar with two of the authors in this collection and am so happy I was not

disappointed with all this new talent. I now have many new series I must read because I Loved all

the short but exciting glimpses in to each of these amazingly entertaining worlds. I must know more

now.....Heart pounding action, interesting charters, Interesting new worlds and exciting reading that

kept me entertained for the entire sunny afternoon siting in my backyard relaxing, did not even

notice the sun going down. Excited to Read Marked by Fate later this year.

This is an anthology, and a short story anthology. Because of that, it's hard to give it a rating. Most

of the authors and stories in it are very good, but there are a few that I skipped because they

weren't to my taste. There were a few that were absolutely brilliant and I can't wait to read the



novels in the bind-up coming soon. I bought this mostly just for Sarah K. L. Wilson's short story and

I would have been overjoyed if that was all I got out of it, so finding a few more great authors is

enough to make me very happy.

I am loving this boxset so far. This is an amazing grouping of authors which is why I purchased it.

So far I am truly loving all of the authors whose stories I have read which are all I expected and

more. Erin Hayes, Melissa A Craven, Lena Mae Hill and of course Melle Amade are so far my

favorites but I am hardly done. You most definitely won't regret it.

I really enjoyed the stories in this box set. It teases us with tidbits of great stories. Now I have found

new authors to add to my TBR list. Such a variety of stories for every taste. So many talented

authors in one collection. Emerge the Captive by Melissa A Craven was one of the stories that I

enjoyed discovering. Glad I purchased this book.

I received an ARC in exchange for a review.I have to admit I have not read all the stories yet, but

from what I've read so far I really enjoy them. I have put the connecting books or series on my TBR

list from the ones I have read. It has a little bit of everything and the reader can see all the different

writing styles from the various authors. There seems to be a story for everyone!Go check it out. You

will not regret it.
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